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Reliable Partner
In Uncertain Times
NO. 1 IN TAX OPTIMIZATION STRUCTURES, CRISIS MANAGEMENT AND WEALTH PROTECTION

MEC. ROBERT NOGACKI:
WŁAŚCICIEL KANCELARII PRAWNEJ SKARBIEC,
NAJWIĘKSZEJ POLSKIEJ KANCELARII SPECJALIZUJĄCEJ SIĘ
W PRZECIWDZIAŁANIU BEZPRAWIU URZĘDNICZEMU I W KONTROLACH PODATKOWYCH.
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karbiec Law Firm has built its market position through
activities that previously had no equivalent on the
Polish market. Its offer combines legal and ﬁnancial
advisory services across the globe. We conduct cases
that, due to their level of complexity and international
nature, have so far been carried out solely by foreign
consulting ﬁrms. As the only company in Poland, we provide
comprehensive services for holding structures, including, among
others, the following activities: asset management, transaction
advisory, legal advice, tax advice, bookkeeping, crisis management,
private banking abroad, inheritance planning. Skarbiec Law Firm
helps in management of nearly 1,000 companies, foundations and
trusts and other corporate vehicles, located in over 50 countries
and territories, whose total asset value is more than $2.5 billion and
continues to grow.Typical services that we offer include: international
tax planning, management of crisis situations (such proceedings
with tax authorities), bankruptcy of the company, a hostile takeover
or family conﬂicts. The scale of our law ﬁrm’s activity extends across
1,800 institutional clients.
The quality of legal services provided by Skarbiec Law Firm was
also awarded with a prize for effective handling of cases by Gazeta
Finansowa. Skarbiec Law Firm is not afraid to make decisions,
granting customers a clear recommendation and taking action
that goes beyond the clichés. Skarbiec Law Firm represents
numerous groups of clients whose interests have been violated
by unlawful actions of state ofﬁcials or competitors, such as
administrative and tax decisions issued in violation of the law,
inaction of authorities, arbitrary arrests, unfounded criminal or
penal ﬁscal charges, unjustiﬁed harassment of entrepreneurs
with tax and administrative controls, cases of corruption involving
ofﬁcials, acts of unfair competition. The Law Firm’s clients

For entrepreneurs – both dynamically growing companies that
think about international tax planning and traders particularly
affected by the crisis, faced with bankruptcy, termination of credit
agreements and forced debt collection by tax ofﬁces – our law
ﬁrm is able to offer comprehensive assistance that goes beyond
traditionally understood legal counseling and, if necessary,
includes taking over the management of the situation.
Legal Advisor Robert Nogacki works actively to promote
knowledge about the creation of ﬂexible tax structures. He has
been personally involved in tax advisory services on capital
markets for many years. His active attitude and concrete actions
to protect the interests of individual investors, resulted in the
awarding of an honorary membership in the Association of WGI
Wierzyciele (WGI Creditors), which brings together victims of
the largest bankruptcy of a brokerage house in the history of
the Polish capital market.Legal Advisor Nogacki provides legal
support and works for the Institute of Consumer Education for
the Capital Market, protecting the interests of consumers, who
use brokerage services of banks or credit institutions. In recent
years, the Institute of Consumer Education for the Capital Market
has taken an active part in disputes and debates carried out on
the polish capital market, helping clients harmed by Amber Gold,
Finroyal, Opulenti, Provident or in the so-called currency options
scandal.

are primarily wealthy individuals that are looking for solutions
for the protection of private property against the risk of claims
related to their business activity, or are thinking about a longterm plan for the future of their family using solutions such as a
private foundation or a change of tax domicile.
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